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30-12-2015 
Man’s Ego 

Rejecting it as part of going into a Deeper Realization of Truth 
 

As I expected when I started writing thoroughly about Man and Woman, it is not 
exceptional that men misuse my view based, on the one hand, on my Realization of Truth of 
the One as Two in 1999 and, on the other hand but related, on having actually and deeply 
gone and surrendered into the Process with Woman. Men’s egos just love that I seem to 
distinguish between the Ego as the Female Side of the Coin and the Egoless as the Male Side. 
But I never meant to say – as I have indicated earlier – that, therefore, men as they manifest in 
male bodies do not have or carry (the burden of) an ego, or that it would be less strong or less 
important than women’s egos. Nor does it mean that this basic Distinction between the 
Female and Male Forces regarding one of Their characteristics justifies in any sense an all too 
easily putting the responsibility of Ego arising in the normal struggle of men and women in 
their relationship on women’s plate, if one is not bothered by Real Lived Insight. It does not 
support or justify in any sense men’s egoically motivated expectations and enthusiasm to 
make woman surrender her ego to him. In reality men have nothing to hide behind in this 
respect, certainly not behind a distorted version of my – in itself thorough – view on Man and 
Woman.  

It is ridiculous how men, based on my writings or anyhow, identify themselves with 
the Egoless and put women in the box of the Ego. If justified at all at a certain point in an 
advanced stage of development of the relationship – in which the Selfless Forces of Ego and 
Egoless are Humbly Lived by both Man and Woman – this occurs way before its time, 
certainly before a radical humbling Process has taken place in men regarding the Opposite 
Sex. How arrogant can one become… If, in for instance the book Man and Woman, I write 
about Man, then I do not mean the man in the street or the one doing his best in a relationship 
with a woman, nor the spiritually developed man and not even the man who has more ‘Heart’ 
in himself, but I mean the Man who Realized Himself to Be Man indeed, who therefore lives 
actually in Non-Separation from Woman which is quite something to say once one becomes 
aware of how far men and women are usually from one another. I mean the Man Who Knows 
Woman Directly from Within since He has Lived Her Inner Pain and wrenching Duality as 
His Own – without ever saying to her that She has to live her own pain, at least not when this 
would mean apart from Him, from His Heart that has felt the same Pain as well and earlier as 
a matter of fact, as the first. 

The basic and, again, egoically motivated, error men make – quite an unintelligent 
one, I must say – is to not (want to) Distinguish between the Male and Female Forces and on 
the other hand men and women as they manifest in bodies of the opposite sexes. The Male 
and Female Forces are Forces, indeed. I have never said, anywhere, that men represent the 
Male Force. In some women I see more Male Force than in many men. In principle, men 
could represent the Male Force and it is their Natural Direction in their process of growth if 
they would allow their Deeper Nature to Manifest. Allowing That is relatively rare, however. 
In practice, men are usually as stuck in the Egoic Force – Female of Origin as It Is – as 
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women are, incredibly powerful and clever as this Egoic Force is. That, on paper, 
fundamentally, it is slightly easier for men to Liberate themselves – or rather Be Liberated –
from the Grip of the Ego than for women who, for this, are dependent on the Presence of (a) 
Man who has Liberated himself already, is not much worth if in practice men resist just as 
much Facing and Addressing the Ego as it manifests in them and around them. 

On the grounds of Her Nature Woman ‘should’, if She has the courage and dedication 
indeed, ruthlessly if possible, reject men who, as usual, do not Address the Ego as it comes 
through and manifests in and even as themselves. She does so as long as men protect the Ego, 
protect the Un-clarity and confusion the Ego brings, instead of Cutting through with the 
Sword of Truth. Generally speaking, men, if not rejected by women, are ‘lazy’. As long as 
women allow them in their Bodies, they assume everything is all right and they do not have 
the Impulse, the Fire to Go through the – lonely – struggle with the Ego. This Natural 
Rejection of (the ego in) men is the Male Side in Woman, the Side that Loves to Return to 
Man’s Egoless Heart but that cannot do so as long as Her Own Ego is in between. To have a 
chance of being fundamentally Liberated from Her Ego Woman needs to Meet Something 
That is Bigger and Beyond Her Ego. This Something must, in the end, come in the form of a 
Man who is not a slave of the Ego but has the Eye and the Heart to stand Freely in the Egoic 
Realm on Earth, who Manifested this Eye and Heart in the Darkness of the Female world of 
Unconsciousness. Woman Calls this Man to Earth, to Herself, when indeed She feels fed up 
with Her prison (of the Ego) that is not Addressed by men, fed up with Her separation from 
Man. Fed up with Her Separation She, paradoxically, starts to reject men, men who in theory 
could have ended Her state of Separation, of Female loneliness, but who ‘forget’ to do so. A 
woman who is Faithful to the Beloved Man in Her Heart rejects men who do not manifest the 
Man She, Beyond Her Ego, is Waiting for but who refuse to Go in the Struggle of Liberating 
themselves from the Female Ego in them, who refuse to thoroughly Transcend the Woman in 
themselves. Woman does not Want to – and cannot – Marry a strange copy of Herself. 
Marrying Man on Earth means gaining Clarity on and thus Freedom Beyond Her Own Ego, a 
Process that can start by rejecting the ‘lazy’ ego-defending men. If woman does so, the Eye of 
the True Man starts to Listen to her (Call), the Egoless Man of the Heart in whose Presence 
she can in principle Be Freed from the Life-Killing attachment to her Ego, again and again 
and again and in the end structurally.  

It is Her Ego, however, that allows men to dwell in the egoic, separative state and 
even enter Her physical Body as if it all doesn’t matter. For most women it is quite a process 
in itself to learn that they do not have to accept the ego in their men and in fact, if they’d be 
faithful to their Heart – no matter how closed it might be – should reject it. It is not easy if on 
the one hand there is this big natural attraction to (unite with) man and on the other to have to 
reject the man since Man Himself does not truly Manifest as Such through the male form that 
she thought to be a candidate for the manifestation of the Man in Her Heart in a male form. In 
the end all is fair, however. If a woman still prefers a dirty mirror above a clean one, or above 
being lonely in a more obvious way: without a physical male body around – because it’s safer 
for her ego – she will be with the egoic man and stay, usually unconsciously, confused. 
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In principle, every slight form of separation that a man manifests in his relationship 
with a woman, can be ‘punished’, rejected by her. For this she, due to a lack of Clarity in 
Herself without Man’s True Presence, can use her Female Intuition which, in Principle, is 
Embedded in Her Heart That is Her (only) Connection to Man(’s world, Man’s Heart). It’s 
not that the man does something wrong. In a way he comes from above, from the heavens, 
and has no idea what’s going on here on earth in Woman’s Realm. Still he must be rejected as 
long as he, indeed, doesn’t Know what’s really going on here. He must be rejected as long as 
he doesn’t Know Woman ‘and’ Her world form the Inside, thoroughly. He must certainly be 
rejected and ruthlessly so if and whenever he puts himself in the position that he knows. Many 
men think they know better than (a) woman. Although it’s not totally irrelevant in the end, for 
now and as long as he doesn’t Manifest Himself as Man into Woman’s world, it doesn’t 
matter if this is so or not. And rejection should be his fate sooner or later. As long as Man 
doesn’t Know Woman, as long as he doesn’t Know Man, he doesn’t Know, no matter the 
supposedly interesting, funny, touching or even brilliant content of his thoughts. It is quite a 
process for (a) woman to no longer be deluded by men’s words. She likes to believe in them, 
but in the end they’re worth nothing if and as long as the man stays separate from her (world). 
Men who try to impress (a) woman with words should be ruthlessly rejected in the end, in the 
name of Woman’s Heart. 

What certainly is also to be rejected in men is any slightest form of manipulation of 
(a) woman. A Man gives (a) woman always Space, does not want anything of her. Rejecting 
the manipulation in a man is the same as rejecting his, secretly, wanting something from her. 
If a woman gets space of a man she has the space to feel all kind of things in herself regarding 
the relationship – including her own ego coming up – including also if she wants to continue 
or enter into a closer relationship with the man involved. The ego in a man takes away this 
space that woman needs to find her, true, way. Men know intuitively that woman will reject 
them if she has this space. They’re afraid of being rejected, afraid that the energetic umbilical 
cord with Mommy will be broken. Fear in a man, no matter how cute it seems to be for some 
women, needs to be radically Rejected. This fear is not cute, it is not a sign of admirable 
vulnerability, it is not Man. Everything, everything that is not Man (yet) should be rejected 
sooner or later – and sooner if Woman is fed up with waiting lifetime after lifetime.  

A man does not impose his way on a woman, not his way in the material world nor his 
spiritual path. He offers himself. Not good? Next one – to put it bluntly and in a bit of an 
oversimplified manner. But indeed, if woman does not follow naturally, then, apparently, 
some (Inner) Work still needs to be done in the man. If woman follows him egoically, which 
is the usual way – or, in fact, men follow her (ovaries) egoically – man is fooled and he 
should not accept this eventually or immediately. If Man is honest and humble in offering His 
whole Truth – including his bodily-energetic Truth – to Woman, man and woman will not be 
stuck in the mist that the ego spreads all around the usual relationship. If he gives his Truth 
Woman(’s ego) cannot, as usual, hide any longer and is triggered to say yes or no to this offer, 
follow him or leave him. Woman should distinguish here if his supposed truth truly Touches 
her or not. Is it rather a borrowed truth? Did the man in question not truly live it himself but 
borrow it from the world? In the latter, usual, case Woman who has still Inner Contact with 
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the Man of Her Heart is, sooner or later, ruthless again on him, even though it will take some 
time for her to find out that, in fact, he is cheating her with a surrogate truth that is not his 
own, that is not embodied. 

Woman’s rejection of (a) man happens usually in the Dark, but it happens anyway. In 
fact, woman cannot truly Receive (a) Man here on earth through her body, despite the fact 
that it seems ‘logical’ that it would be so. Only Her Heart can Receive Him, through Direct 
Recognition. Most men on earth are completely fooled, to be honest. They assume they are 
received if a woman’s body allows a little piece of their body in, their flesh and a bit of 
energy. How clumsy can it get, you sometimes wonder… Woman’s ego fools them so easily 
and they accept as Her slaves. Men who are more Intelligent look for deeper, real Reception 
and they are heading for rejection by the Queen of Ego who rules here in the Dark Realms of 
the Earth. The intelligent man takes this pain of rejection and transcends it in his own Heart 
and Body. He refuses to, also, start to manipulate to have access again to Ego’s Female 
bodies. He prefers the truth of pain and rejection to the lie of Ego.  

Myself I have always offered woman space – except for a few, instructive, relatively 
small events – and indeed I got a lot of rejection to chew and swallow and transcend. Most 
women find it safer to be in no-space wherein the Truth has no chance to show up. It seems 
safer to be in each other’s egoic grip, in games and manipulation. 

In the Space of non-manipulation it will be Shown sooner or later where the ego stems 
from originally, in case man manages not to react to the egoic force that undoubtedly will pop 
up in the space (and will anyway, but without space more unclear). Not reacting to the 
seducing deluding Egoic Force is something that is very difficult and demands quite some 
‘practice’ and experience and intelligence and dedication from the side of the man. It is these 
reactions that he needs to See sooner or later, See how he automatically copies or takes over 
the Egoic Force that can, it is true, manifest very powerfully through Female Bodies, See how 
his consciousness changes if this transmission takes place, See how he becomes the Ego if he 
reacts and misses the moment of Ego-transmission which in itself is a totally naturally and 
necessary event if only from the perspective of Man and Woman’s Eventual Union. He must 
See in all details and thoroughness how this Great Process works, this automatic copying that 
takes place even if the ego through him is masked and might take a different form than the 
original. Of course, it is obvious that if a man is already an unconscious follower of the 
Female Ego, he will miss the next appearance of the ego in the altogether mist of almost only 
Ego left, of a relationship based on egoic interaction and there is hardly any chance he will 
make it, finally suddenly See through the egoic appearances and structural presence of Ego in 
the relationship, in him and in her. Theoretically, it would be best if from the beginning of a 
relationship one is not in a pink cloud but immediately starts to see and address the ego. It’s 
not impossible but quite difficult to transcend egoic patterns once they have settled solidly in 
the relationship, let alone if the relationship itself is based on egoic attraction.  

But ‘best’ doesn’t exist in reality. The ego has many faces. It is even part of the ego to 
have to transcend the ego in order to come closer, to experience Love between the partners, or 
to develop oneself. If one lives as (Part of) Truth already, transcendence of the Ego is not a 
must of the mind or part of a spiritual path, but a deeper, inner necessity. The ego appears to 
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be a burden that one naturally Wants to go Beyond, if the time is ready for it and the 
painfulness of it is clear enough. The Ego cannot contrive its own death. 

Women can be ‘relaxed’ if men want them to surrender their ego in order to grow 
together as individuals or to come closer as partners, if they, secretly, want to be received 
thus. Such a surrender is not possible. The Surrender of the Female Ego Happens only 
Naturally, if Man’s Presence is So, Obvious, if He is Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 
Present as Himself in Woman’s world. The Surrender only Happens when Man’s Presence on 
Earth is Stronger than the big natural Power of the Female Ego. Woman does not have to 
work on Her Ego. She can only Be Shocked out of it, Beyond it, in View of Man’s Presence, 
in View of Man… She can Be Blown Beyond it into Love if She Recognizes the Man of Her 
Heart that hasn’t been activated so far, Recognizes Him to Be on Earth in a male form. In the 
Shock of Recognizing Man Her whole work on Her ego, Her work of improving Herself, 
upgrading Her self Beyond her ego, becomes superfluous and even ridiculous in one Blow. It 
becomes Clear to Her that Man Is – and, in fact, Always Was – Her Direction, and that this is 
not (nor was) the way that She Herself considers best for Her development or for whatever 
plaything of Ego that had always been a substitute for Her True Direction and Sense: Man… 

Woman’s way of Going Beyond Her Ego is not working on Her own Ego but rejecting 
the Ego as it manifests through men. If this rejecting has been done humbly, then She might 
be Shocked Alive by the now Appearing Man who Knows Himself as Man (and therefore 
Beyond Ego). He can take care of her Ego, as far as this is necessary still and it doesn’t Fall 
of itself in the mere Presence of Man. Especially in contact with the world the Ego will gain 
force again and again and without the Male Presence the Ego would take over the scene again 
and veil the Love between Man and Woman as its daily humble job. 

In all honesty, it is easier – and much more common – for a woman to fight with the 
ego as it manifests in men than to Come to Man as He Is and let Her ‘Own’ Ego Be 
Addressed. Based on this fight one would almost conclude that Man must be originally 
Associated with Ego and not Woman, if indeed we confuse again the Forces with the 
manifestations in the two human sexes. It’s not easy to See that everything is turned upside 
down on earth, in the world of form. To See the Deeper Reality we must not just look at how 
(human) forms manifest, behave, think, but look behind this. To Pierce through the superficial 
manifest layer the ego in men should be detected and rejected. Any form of man’s Separation 
from Woman should be Rejected by Woman in the end. Woman in this respect, in Her 
dedicated Rejection of the Ego in men, functions as Part of Man’s Heart that, in order to 
Manifest Itself in Its Purity on Earth, in Woman’s Realm, Needs to be Activated, Triggered, 
Cleansed First. This Cleansing from the Ego doesn’t happen by women by the way – this is 
impossible; a woman cannot change or improve a man, no way, also not by sending her man 
to men workshops – to mention a funny example and illustrating woman’s despair. Man has 
to Find Himself. Woman’s Rejection of all that is not Man is Her only weapon. If She opens 
Her Body for something that is not Man (yet), She marries Her Own Ego. Nice marriage. And 
they lived unhappily ever hereafter. Until, looking at her man one day, She’s fed up with this 
fake of Herself and asks for divorce if the next rows don’t lead to any structural change, 
indeed – they won’t.  
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Woman Rejects the Woman in a man. This is Divine Nature. Her Ego, however, afraid 
of Man as He Is, protects the Woman in him, even if at the same time She has to fight it. If 
one Goes Deeper into ‘Man and Woman’ and starts to See Beyond the forms of men and 
women, but See the Forces at work, it can and probably will happen that one starts to make 
mistakes when he or she talks about a man who doesn’t Allow the Process of Transcending 
the Woman in himself: now and then he will be called ‘she’ by accident but not without 
reason. 

Woman’s rejection of a certain man is usually a process that takes time and doesn’t 
happen just once. The ego in men only make it more difficult in ‘promising’ they will 
improve themselves and do better in the future, will be a better form of ‘Man’. This promise 
is just to please the Female Ego, to please Mommy, keeping the string intact, and has nothing 
to do with Truth. But, indeed, women have to learn that in the end they don’t have to and 
cannot accept – not Truly – any form of men’s effort to please Her Ego. Women will be 
increasingly in contact with their honest disgust if a man pleases their Ego, a disgust that will 
increasingly take also bodily noticeable forms beyond mind. If Woman is not honest about 
her natural disgust, disgust of Her Own Ego manifested in a man, if she leaves this disgust 
without consequences but hides it again in the basement as usual, she will never have Clarity 
on Her Own Ego and therefore, since it stands in between Man and Woman, will never Truly 
Know Love – or, at most, Know only Love that, despite Its Purity, cannot truly Manifest Itself 
on an Earthly Level: Love Needs to be Purified by Impurity in order to be able to manifest 
Itself on Earth. 

Can a man do anything himself to go Beyond the Ego that, having come down to the 
earth, has nestled in him as well somehow? Or is he totally dependent on the ‘mercy’ and 
Sincere Love for Man in a woman who rejects him so that he at least has the Opportunity to 
transcend the painfulness of this rejection, the painfulness that Man and Woman cannot 
Manifest Their Love on an Earthly Level? Man is, by His Nature, never Dependent. He is the 
Creator. Woman is, on the Deepest Level – and Only There – Part of Him, of His Heart. The 
Intelligent Man is Heading for Manifesting His Heart here on Earth, in Woman’s Realm. In 
Going for Manifesting the Love of His Heart as a Divine Relationship of Man and Woman, 
he, as has been said earlier, will surely be rejected, by Woman’s Ego That in the End is (also) 
Part of Man’s Heart. Man, as himself, cannot do anything, but Beyond himself, he will Allow 
His Deepest Drive, to Unite Man and Woman as a True Response and Reflection of Woman’s 
Deepest Drive to Be (Re)united with Man, and head straight for Her Rejection therefore. 
Rejection indeed, for he will find out that there are Two Sides of Woman’s Duality. There is 
not only the Side Longing for Reunion with Man. On Earth the Other Side, the Separative 
Female Force, is way stronger. And, in all the Pain that goes together with it, man has to learn 
how to deal with it. This is so difficult for a man that it seems that he himself is the one who 
separates himself from (a) Woman – even though on a deeper level this is not so and he feels 
already one with Her while She cannot Feel it that way. Yet, something that is extremely 
difficult should not be a problem for a Man and it can even be a great challenge for him. He 
tries the almost impossible and he faces again and again the Separative Force (manifesting) in 
himself as would it be his own. He doesn’t try to handle the Ego in a woman as long as he 
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hasn’t Clarity himself on the whole thing of Ego, in the first place as it manifests through his 
own Body. 

In principle, this is not the right question. It’s a female question, whether a man can do 
something to overcome or transcend his ego and what he can do so that the True Man can 
Manifest. By definition, ego can’t do anything to go Beyond itself. Everything one can do is 
only reinforcing the illusion of Ego. In Truth, One, Man, Sees. He Sees-Feels the momentary 
and structural Painfulness of the Separation between Man and Woman, as if a Piece of His 
Very Own Heart is suddenly ripped out and doesn’t come back. If Man doesn’t in all humility 
Feel the Painfulness of this obviously Painful fact – the tears of which might Melt Him Down 
into Woman Earth – then there is nothing one can do. One cannot create a path for Man about 
how to overcome his ego. It is not to be studied. It Happens Only and Only in Love – 
although dedicated observing can and usually is part of this Love, by the way. Love Brings 
Tears, Divine Tears – the Discrepancy of the Love Felt in the Heart and the seeming 
impossibility to Manifest this Love on earth in Relationship with Woman, with a woman or 
more women. Again, all of this is ‘fair’. Ego will never reach anywhere, not there where it 
matters, where Love Is. One cannot copy a path.  

One cannot copy ‘my’ way therefore either. What I write about Man and Woman is 
not written to be copied. It cannot be made into a way or a path. It is not a way to overcome 
the ego, not a way to Love. It is written for those – and in the end, it is true, for humanity as a 
whole – who Recognize Directly the Truth from which everything is written, who let 
themselves be Shocked back into a Deeper Reality that they have always Known somewhere 
but that was overwhelmed by society, by Ego, by ways how to get somewhere. It is written 
for the few – a few for now, indeed – who have still Contact with the Deeper Reality That 
Only Exists as Two, as Man and Woman, who at least Intuitively Understand that Man and 
Woman is not a subject next to other interesting subject but that it is wholly consuming 
oneself if one lets him or herself be Taken by It, by the Process that It Is, the Ego-Crushing 
Process. It will appeal to those few who are not Deluded by the glitter and glory of the One – 
as almost all spiritually oriented people are – but who have a strong tendency to let 
themselves be Humbled by the Wrenching Existence of the Two, Man and Woman, who do 
not spirit away this painfulness and the True Life Force ‘hidden’ in It into the ease of the One. 

A reason enough in itself to not try to copy my Process of Man and Woman is that I 
am not an average man. I have not just found, sort of accidentally, a deeper original truth and 
cleared thus the road for the next to follow, showing the obstacles on the way and then 
everybody could grow into (more) Oneness with his and her partner. Fundamentally, people 
don’t change in their lives – the best is if you can uncover and live up to your potential. If, for 
instance, Love is not really your thing, as it has always been for me, then making Love into a 
path or a goal won’t bring Love any closer. No one says that you need to squeeze out your 
brains or your heart to for god’s sake come closer to your partner. Everything happens by 
Natural Forces. If the ego starts a search, then the ego will be the result. If Love gives itself, 
Love will be the result. Like it or not, but if I say something it is not the same as when 
someone else says exactly the same thing. My whole Heart is involved in everything I do, say 
or write. I was Drawn to Go Deeper into the Duality of Life than anyone ever has done 
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before, to Discover the Two, Man and Woman, Directly form Within but in Living 
Relationship with Woman. How can one copy this, if you don’t understand what happened 
here, if you don’t Understand what it is if the Two Explode into One?  

It must be clear that nothing I write about Man and Woman can be used by a man(’s 
ego) to convince a woman of a part of the deeper Reality Man and Woman live in and that 
they Are. This wisdom means nothing if man has not actually Whole-Heartedly and Whole-
Bodily Lived the Truth of it. If not indeed, it cannot be otherwise than that the man in 
question uses the borrowed wisdom to get the woman there where he wants her to be, for 
example make her surrender her ego to him, or, often involved in the end, into bed. ‘Wisdom’ 
cannot be used to mask one’s ego and one’s real state of development of Heart and Woman 
‘should’ be hard on the man with the borrowed wisdom who has no Clear Direction Himself 
but assumes he has found a right path or direction in which a woman might be interested. 
Woman ‘should’ be suspicious at the supposedly ‘wise man’ and let her Body speak, her 
Body in the broadest sense of the word – which, in the end, comes down to the Heart Itself 
Which Manifests in the End, if illusions and delusions have been seen through, as the Whole 
Body indeed. A test in this respect is whether a man lived Whole-Bodily through the Pain that 
awaits in a relationship and is hidden in Woman’s unavoidable chains to the earth. In the End, 
if Man has thoroughly, wholly Done His Job in this respect, if He managed to Transcend all 
structural Separation between Man and Woman, His Body Becomes the Truth Itself and the 
Woman who allows herself to Resonate with His (Heart That Became) Body will Be Relieved 
of Herself, of the burden that She (Knows She) is without Man(’s Heart as Body). 

 
No, the ego of man cannot be overcome by himself, by mere self-investigation for 

instance – nor, in itself, merely by Woman’s rejection of the ego that is in him. As indicated 
earlier, there is no path for it. Without Finding the Man in Himself, without Surrendering the 
man (or boy) in himself into Something Bigger That appears to Be Man Itself in the end but 
which usually should come in the form of Man in a Male Body, Ego keeps ruling in the Dark, 
at best sometimes showing its face above the surface. Woman certainly can play an important 
role in preparing a man for Surrendering to Man, not in the least by making him clear, via her 
whole rejection of him, that she is not pleased at all as long as he unconsciously wants 
something of her and, secretly, sees her as Mommy even if at the same time he manipulates 
her in his own supposed interest, trying to make Mommy surrender to the boy. Man needs to 
Stand totally on his own feet, not be attached in any way to the Energy of Woman with which 
She can manipulate him as long as he is not Free from (attachment to) Energy. This Freedom 
from attachment to Woman’s Energy is very important in the Process of Man and Woman, for 
in the battle of Man and Woman Woman wins easily if it is about Energy. Man must Feel 
Free in being very much weakened energetically to the point that he considers that he might 
even die. If he is willing to die, rather than sacrifice his Truth, then we’re getting somewhere 
finally. Man’s Ego is there as long as he is attached to Energy, in other words to Mommy. 
Sooner or later, to Become (a) Man He must make the Fundamental Switch from Mommy to 
Man.  
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Energy and sex is one and the same package. A substantial, and structural, part of 
man’s ego is, in regard of approaching Woman, starting at the wrong side. Sex is the wrong 
entrance. Although She is always in an inner struggle with it, Woman falsely, egoically, 
assumes it is Her sexuality, Her Corporeality that He is after and She has to offer – and this 
also plays a great part in Her usual power over man. But this doesn’t mean that men should 
gratuitously react to, copy and take over this – sexual – way from Woman’s Unconsciousness. 
In the end, after being fooled, men should not persist in going along with this illusion. He is 
there to Give Man and His Way: from Above Down, not to just copy Woman’s world and 
start below. If man submits to Woman’s Lower Sexual Realm just like that they both, man 
and woman, stay stuck in it, imprisoned – whatever their minds or consciousness think they 
are busy with. One cannot lift him- or herself – or both together – up from sex to the Heart. If 
from the beginning the whole Meeting of Man and Woman is not Embedded in the Heart it is 
doomed to stay empty. Sex cannot Transcend into Love – ever. Man’s submitting to (starting 
at) the wrong entrance should be rejected by Woman, that is if She ever Wants to Be(come) 
Conscious Part of Man’s Pure Heart indeed. Once His Heart is Down in Woman’s Realm 
everything is different and He can go Freely into sex as a natural part of the whole Process of 
Man and Woman.  

Without judging – it’s not a piece of cake – but so far the (spiritual) teachers haven’t 
truly managed to Bring their heart down in Woman’s Sexual Realm and they, all too greedily, 
just ‘flip over’ to Her world, to sex, if, again and again, the Two worlds seem to have to meet, 
indeed. Only, there is no Meeting. Not Knowing Woman’s Dark World of Unconsciousness, 
the teacher, the supposed example, is not capable of Bringing Man(’s Heart) in the Sexual 
Realm. It is woman’s false hope that the spiritual man would have managed this. It’s an egoic 
hope. Instead of feeling the Truth of Her Body Her ego likes to believe in spiritual fairy tales 
and hope for the best, you never know. She Knows, however… 

 
Becoming a teacher – or even a master – is no solution, no substitute for men for not 

thoroughly Letting the Ego in themselves Be Addressed. In teachers and masters you can see 
the same unaddressed ego as in anyone. Sometimes it is magnified by the force of the 
receptive public; sometimes it is more hidden under a wall of seeming humility. Anyway, 
male teachers are usually not, hardly ever really in Relationship with Woman, nor with 
women. Without the latter it is not possible for a Man to Go Beyond the Ego. The Ego can 
even be defined as the Separation from the Opposite Sex. Doing one’s spiritual work 
thoroughly in the 6th Sphere of Consciousness – Man’s favourite Sphere in which He seems to 
find Himself as Man, as Space without Form – is not enough to say the least, not enough to be 
Ready to Enter the Depth of a Relationship with (someone of) the Opposite Sex. There are 
even teachers teaching about man and woman without having thoroughly (if at all) gone into 
the inherent painfulness of the Drama between the Two Sexes, without True Understanding 
but with a half-conscious drive to be closer with the Opposite Sex, whatever form this 
closeness may want to take. Woman can be safely suspicious if a male (or female) teacher is 
psychologizing about man and woman. Then he (or she) doesn’t get an iota of it. Yet, this 
psychologizing into space happens on the supposedly highest levels of Realization of Truth – 
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which, considering the all overwhelming Relevance of Man and Woman as the Two of the 
One, rises immediately the question of the Truthfulness (or True Depth) of the supposedly 
great Realizations. If one doesn’t Understand Man and Woman, the Two, one doesn’t Truly 
Understand the One either, this much is certain. 

Sooner or later it will be time that women start to, openly, reject also our male 
spiritual ‘heroes’ on the stage if they indeed stay separate from Woman’s Painful Bodily 
world but merely try to pull her up to his own Free Male world, preventing thus the Divine 
Marriage of Man and Woman on Earth. In fact, I have to squeeze my brains out for an 
example of a male teacher or master who does not do this, who does not try to take women up 
to his male world but humbly comes down in Her painful realm and there feels all there is to 
Feel and become Aware of and as an equal can speak to and Be with Woman, someone who 
Knows, as His Body… So far things take another direction. More and more women, instead 
of Feeling in their Bodies the Lie or at least very limited truth of the teachers that doesn’t 
truly reach their Bodies, want to sit on the stage also and copy their silly behaviour. This way 
we’re even further away from Home. The Ego can’t keep it in any more and wants to show to 
the world how beautiful and wise it is. ‘Beautiful’ is not the first word that comes to my mind 
when I think of and feel the earthly reality of the ego. If one is really heading for the One, the 
One as Two that is, then one meets pain instead of the glory of giving something beautiful to 
people. 

And here we are. Who wants to really ‘copy’ or rather actually implement my lived 
view on Man and Woman, if there is nothing for one’s Ego in it, if a lot of Pain is waiting 
ahead instead?  

For the few, however, the Love of the Heart That Unites Man and Woman, is naturally 
of greater importance than all the pain that is included. Who still likes to go for it, if I say that 
in the Conscious Union of Man and Woman you’re always aware of Pain, that without being 
aware of the Painfulness here on earth you can’t Feel the Union either? The deeper earthly 
reality, the Only Place where the Union can take place, is no fairy tale – spiritual or 
psychological or novel or film.  

The time will come that there will be a whole new concept of what a True Realization 
of Truth is. The old one is already worn out in fact. But still it is being celebrated here and 
there and everywhere in spiritual circles. The Realization of Truth Separate from the Earth’s 
Bodily Realm can finally go into the museum. It has served its time. It has taken people 
happily away from the Pain of the Earth. Spiritual paths and whole religions have arisen out 
of this, out of this Illusion, out of the Separation between Consciousness and Body. The 
human being has tried to escape the world of Body in favour of the possibilities that seemed 
available in the Realm of Consciousness. But the Body cannot be fooled in the End – it is still 
Part of our Deeper Nature. Woman, Associated Deeper (or let’s say: Originally in the Duality 
of Man and Woman, Formless and Form) with Body, cannot be fooled in the End – since in 
the End She is Part of Man’s One Heart and as Such She Knows that She is not Addressed by 
the spiritual teachers and paths throughout history and still – nor by the worldly leaders and 
paths by the way. People are fooled by what presents itself as Consciousness but in fact is 
Part of the Separative Force That painstakingly makes sure that the higher and lower realms 
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of life stay divided from one another, which, for the sensitive, is feelable in different parts of 
the Body, most often but certainly not exclusively in or around the third chakra. The trick of 
Ego’s copied fake consciousness that says we have to live our spirituality on earth – or the 
impertinent arrogance that we or some already do so – postpones the Piercing through the 
(covering of the) Lie of the Separation instead of bringing it to Light. 

The New Realization of Truth – call it the 8th Stage, or whatever – will not only 
include ‘Man and Woman’ but See and Live Their Duality as the Basis of everything, of 
True, Lived Insight. The old seemingly male realizations can go in the garbage dump. No 
woman will be interested any more in this separate substitute for Fulfilment of her Heart and 
Body. And then, if Woman is no longer interested in men’s separate truths, in mere hope – 
yes, hope, that’s what it always was – they will stop by themselves. It appears then that our 
spiritual heroes have humbly shared their realizations with the world to impress women, to 
impose or insert their consciousness in women, to create women in such a way that their 
untranscended separative ego wants it to be. As soon as women See through the emptiness of 
consciousness’ words, if they See they do not really Work in Her world, if they See that still, 
despite the great words, there is no Man (who is really with them), they, the spiri-boys, will 
shut up, finally, and perhaps, without female audience, feel forced now to finally go into the 
Process of Man and Woman as well, where, unfortunately, they have to start all over again, 
from scratch: all their previous knowledge will be rejected by the women who finally take 
their Bodies seriously and in who the old truths appear not to resonate in their Bodies but only 
in the minds with their wishful thinking. Yes, the Ego hiding in the male teachers, their 
separation from Woman, should be rejected even harder than the ego as it manifests through 
‘normal’ guys with less pretence and less influence. That will teach the teachers a lesson. 

Of course, in reality things do not go this way, at least will not yet in the near future. 
Without Man, women are still too occupied with their own ego. Some will silently turn away 
if the teacher’s ‘truths’ don’t seem to work for them. Other women don’t care they are not 
truly addressed by the teachers and they want to lie in their bed anyway, since he seems to 
have power: he seems to reach the many and the many must mean power, power means safety 
and seems to bring forth a good posterity. To humbly Listen to the whole Female Body goes 
too far for most women so far. But yes, the time will come that women Listen and are not 
satisfied any longer with the glittered crumbs of consciousness that the teachers throw at 
them. 

The emancipation of woman has not brought her what she hoped for somewhere. 
She’s still unfulfilled. Taking positions over from the boys doesn’t, in itself, bring women any 
closer to her Truth, nothing. Rejecting the ego in men is something else. Rejecting the man 
who cannot make her Love, as Woman Love Man, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 
Beyond Her Ego. Rejecting the ego in the man is digging the grave of her own ego. Is 
Woman truly ready for this? Not without Man. But Man is Here. He can be Recognized, not 
moulded, not created. In the end Woman’s way goes via Recognition, not by doing anything, 
not by a trying to upgrade herself. Rejecting Her Own Ego in men is a matter of Recognition. 
Being fed up with the separation between the man and her is a matter of Recognition. Even 
though Consciousness seems to be Man’s world, it is Woman’s world as well in the end. 
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Only, in that case we talk about Consciousness as Body, not the bodiless consciousness that 
men have represented so far on earth. 

In the New Deeper Realization of Truth there is no space for self-obsession any more 
in the form of a development of a self towards the Light or the Truth or something. The 
Development will be Beyond self, and will occur in and as Relation. This Relation will not 
take place as the meeting and development of two selves but as the ever Deepening Relation 
of Man and Woman as One Body with Two (and in fact more) Bodies. The word ‘self-
realization’ will look funny after a while, a relic. Being in Relation will appear to be of a 
Deeper Truth, Embedded in the Reality of everything and everyone being Already in 
Relation, unlike the self seeking another self, seeking Contact, seeking being in Relation, or 
seeking improvement or development of itself. One Exists as Relation, not as a self. After the 
dark epoch of self and self-obsession in a material and spiritual sense there will be the epoch 
of Being in Relation. Knowing Man and Woman from Within appears to be Indispensable for 
this. Seeing the Ego, how it functions, when it appears and hides in the Dark, is just as well – 
and wholly related – Indispensable. 

 
 At least we don’t have to worry that the ego in men will be moved in any sense by this 
hearticle. It is written by a man. I don’t have the legs to reject the supposed ‘man’, as Woman 
has.  

However, don’t be reassured yet, I Create Woman on Earth according to My Own 
Image… or, rather, to My Heart.  
 


